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Econometrica, Vol. 34, No. 2 (April, 1966)

SIMULTANEOUS TESTS FOR TREND AND SERIAL CORRELATIONS
FOR GAUSSIAN MARKOV RESIDUALS

By P. R. KRISIINAIAII AND V. K. Muriy'( t

In this par - exact tests arc prolposed for testing the trend in (he prcscncc of auto-
c•orrelation a. ,lso for lesting the trend and autocorrelation simultancousl) in it first
order Markov process. Also, the siniultancous confidence intervals associattJ with
these tests are derived. 'rhew results are extended to a higher order Markov process.

SUMMARY

BY EXTENDING a result of Ogawara [91, the problem of estimating the trend
parameters when the residuals are serially correlated according to an hth order
stationary Gaussian Markov process is reduced to the classical case where the
residuals are uncorrelated and hence independent in view of normality. In this
paper the problems of testing for the trend and other simultaneous hypotheses on
the parameters are considered when the residuals are respectively a first and a
general hth order Markov process of normal variates. Exact tests are obtained for
testing the trend in the presence of autocorrelation and also for testing the trend
and autocorrelation simultaneously in a first order Markov process. The simulta-
neous confidence bounds associated with these tests are also derived. These results
are extended to hth order Markov process. For a general stationary Markov
process, exact tests are proposed for testing the hypotheses of (i) no trend in the
presence of serial correlations, (ii) independence among errors, and (iii) independ-
ence and no trend among errors. The critical values associated with these tests can
b- obtained by using the tables of the miultivariate F distribution.

1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY ILEIMMAS

Let n be a discrete time parameter. Let {X.} be a discrete stochastic process of
normal variates and suppose
(1-1) X. =tit, +C. ,

wherc p. is a non-random function of the parameter n and {(t} is a Gaussian
stationary Markov process of order h with zero mean value. Equation (1.1) is
called a model for fitting trend if p. is a fuiction of the discrete time parameter n
only. On the other hand (1.1) is called a multiple regression model if

(1.2) -+ .+P. =.+.

where the ý's are fixed variables, generally referred to as independent variables. The
following two lemmas which we need in our further work are direct extensions to

I The authors 'ire grateful to the referee and Professor M. M. Rao for their valuablcsuggestions.
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MARKOV RESIDUALS 473

the case- of it general pI of the corespondin~g alnunas giien by Ogawara (9]. The
proofs are oinittcd as they are essentially contained in reference (9].

L-NIMNA I: For {XJ} given by (I.), let
E(c•(,:) ý 0 .

(1.3) jVar O(, = a ,
Cov(i:,,, C..X) 0,J), p< I

The's. stationary, Gaussian, and satisfying (1 .3), are called • Gaussian stationary

Markov process of order one. Then the conditional random variables {XKj/X2K-.
X 2 A- +. K = 1. 2 ..... _ are independently normally distributed random variables
with conditional expectation and variance given by

(1.4) E(X2K)= P2K-bl2K-I + 12K÷ + bX2K-I+X2K'4t2 ~2

and

(1.5) Var,(X 2, = •,

where

(1.6) b = 2p

(17) 02 C- a (l-_t2)I +p2

LumMA 2. For {X.} given by (1.1), let {et,} be a stationary Gaussian Markov
process of order h, i.e., the autocorrelation function p,) satisties the finite difference

equation

(1.8) PK+alP)K-I+ ... +axpKh=O, K= 1, 2, ... ; a j40

and the a's are such that the roots of the equation

(1.9) zA+aizh-I+ ... +ah,- Iz+ak =0

all lie within the unit circle. Then the conditional random variables {AXK(h+,)/

XX1h+l)-p, XK(h+ )+p, p =1,2, ... , h}, K= 1, 2, ... , rn, are independently normal-

ly distributed with conditional expectation and variance given by

h

(1.10) E,(X,(h+ 1)) = u2. - Y, b,
•p=! 2

+ A bxxh+1)-P+Xx(A+j)+P
p=II
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'and

(I. 11) VarC(X,:,h,,,) = a ,

where {h.}, p I 1 2, h, are riven by

PI h-PI-t P l 112h -I Ph

bh I P . .

(I.12) bi =2 Ph-, ,.. P I Ph Pli Pi

b, lPh÷ . .P I Ph-I itl

Ph _lU2h Ph+1 Ph- i ...

and

(113 2~-I +a, p, + ... +ahA P
0+a2

2. EXACT TESS FOR LINEAR TREND AND) SERIAIL CORRELATION IN iFIRSt OROER
IARPKOV PROCES

Consider
(2.1) XK= 1j,+•,,

where
(2.2 II.= a -+Jr

and the stationary process ("•, of normal variates satisfies (1.3). (2.1) and (2.2)
constitute the model for linear trend when the residuals {e,} are no longer independ-
ent hut form a stationary Gaussian Markov process of order one. Substituting

(2.2) in (1.4) we obtain fbr the conditional expectation and variance of X2K: given
X,"-, iand XK, , the following:

(2.3) E,(X 2x) it +#2z K +#, X-. K = 1.2,...

where

/l, = a(4-,b)

(2.4) 2# (1-b),

# b 1 + 1
! + p 2

X•, + X2• K A, + I
2
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and

(2.5) Va .,(X,))
I -+ Pz

lquations (2,.3)..(2,.5) constitute the usual regression iitodel for independent
rcsiduaks with 0, ,aild 1I, corresponding to lilttitg a linear trenld and fIt, which

vanishes if and only itp- 0, corresponding to fitting (lie fixed variatc Xý.
Let us now Colnsider the problem of testinlm for I read in I he origimdl model given

by (2. 1) and (2.2). Let 1i,, denote the hypothesis that there is no linear trend in the
model (2.!), i.e.,

/3=0.

Let
Iloa : •=0O

and

H10-: f/0.

Then -- tol r)II . Let 1I01 denote the hypothesis that the stationary Gaussian
process {cj is a process of independent vart-aes. In other words 1io0: p = 0.
Using the symbol ,> to denote "implies and is implied by" it is clear from (2.4) that

S=0 -fl =0,
(2.6) t0 = -- =0,

p 0 • fi =0.

since b - I. So, the hypothesis 114 of "no linear trend" in the given model (2.1) is
equivalent to the hypothesis that f 0 and P2 ý 0 in the conditional model (2.3)

which is a classical regression model with independent residuals. Now, let #, be the
least squares estimate of /i, under the nimAel (2.3).

It is known fr'om normal regression theory that the joint distribution of 19g.

and •3a is trivariate normal with means /),. fl., and f/.j and the covariance matrix
1 = 4o (c1 ) where a42 is given in (1.7) and (cj) denotes the inverse of the matrix of
the coefficients of normal equations used in estimating #?,. /3,, and fl,,. Now. let
/1,,: fl, = 0 for i = 1. 2. 3 and let S2 be the sum of squares due to deviations from
regression (2.6). In addition, let

F, =(m - 3)/t 1.= 2, 3
CiiS2

When 11, is true, fl2/ck ,O and jl•/c 2  are join ly distributed as a bivariate chi-
square distribution with I degree of freedom. Also, S2[lo is another chi-square
variate with (m-3) degrees of freedom distributed independently of 112 and /.
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When f10 is trite. we know from !4,51 that the joint distribution of F, and F,

tholding X,.", !-, and X's, ix,, fixed) is given by

(I 'm - 3V /2 tm2 
1

(2.7)
________ , (p:)2'

where Pt • i i -) •Here we note that I ll,, deiends upon il lid the fixed
vairiatets ,',. , - and X_.--. f only. The r"le for ( i" e tetsliit', lt. 1111,. 11 nd 1/0

simuutatieously is described below.

Accept or reject 110. (i - I1. 2) according as Ft < P" where. F, is chose- such that

(2.8) P[Fi,<F,, --.-;I2lo](-O

"Tho total hypothesis 1/, is aceeplid if and only if 14o1 and 1102 are accepted. The

critical values F, can be obtained by using the tables of the bivariate Fdistribution

with (i, 9t) degrees of freedom. The siitidlaneous confidenc'. intervals i.sochiIed

with the above test are givell by

(2,9) Pl{i$,-fli< F.cnSEf(m-3) : I = 1,2) = (I a) 0)

where F, is given by (2.8). The above simultancous conflikncC intervals based upon

the distribution of (2.7) are valid since our test procedure is associated with the
conditional model (2.3). They cart be derived by using the fact that

'[F? V.,: i- I, 21,4A1 - tFI< F.: i - I. 2W1O1

whcru

Fj=(-fld) (,-3) A,, #1 6 0 and A l n A,.
ell SC2, i-

It' we are interested inl testing /1(), 1102, and ll,3 simualtazeously, the procedurc is

to accept or reject 1/, (i = 1, 2. 3) according as F, • F,, where F, is chosen such that
3

(2.10) 11[F,• Fa; i = 1,2, 31 0 --o,] (I --a)
3

The total hypothesis f 1,, that is, the hypothesis of no trend and noC serial

correlation, is a:ccpted if and only if the individtial hypotheses 1/0,. HO., and I!/,
are acceptcd. The joint distribution of F,, F2,. and F.,. whcn nl14, is true, is the
trivariate central F distribution with (1, mn -3) degrees of frecdom. lor a detailed
discussion of the multivariate F distribution, the reader is referred to i6,7]. Krish-
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n:iiah mid Maior Ai rihkil, o-Ce colili r cline tablcs for the perccrillri: t- pohlin oI"f tie
Millll ivaniat F l dist ribut Ion with (I, n) degrecs of ficedom. ihe sinlliltanlecous
colittidcce bounds ns•wiated with thisi test are given by

(1 - 32

where F, is choscit s.•tisyinp (2.10).

3. SIMULTANEOUS Ti4-IS IN hllll ORDIEIR MANIKOV I'M(.N";.

Consider the nmodel

where

(3.2) +l -i.

and the stationary process it,} or" normal variates satisfics the conditinn~s of
Lemma 2. Now. substituting (3.1) in (1.10). we obtluta th following exprcssions for
the conditional exlpcctationi mid v OIriance, oi-Kh+ 1) given ."K(htI W 11% Xx(A 1.1) &

(p - 1, 2.. h).

(3.3) P.,(A .,. ) ,, fl + + A / .,14 .•,

(3.4) 'VM'r,.( xh 1',• 1) CF .•

where

f, = *(I - E ',,
, P.]

1) b~J
(3.5) I.1

b&, .a

and the b's aind ]o are given by (1.12) and (1.13) respectively.

Now, let
tI/,: fl,-0. ir- I,2... h4-2.
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Also. let

F , (--2- 1.2 , ( (h -, 2}

wlVic,'¢ P, is (11 least :iSul'u ' t,+ tium ae of &i inM 1th liii-)tll ,3.3) , i' t i t Site of til
Siample. S;, is the s.lu or n qiifiC( dul to (IOiViittiOni frow tile rettfle-.iol (3.3). ind

,,:(h+t ?.)x ( -2) ih the in I -' of the 1 1uat i. of 111c cod licit, I Its of n1olinal
equtiltioits u1v.t0 ill Cstimatig /1's. FRrom clas.n';let re•s+•o.n theory, it is klnown 0h111

where Y; = (1, K, X.A, .. + , .L- ,dad Y,• is the tralnspos• of

We shall now consider the problmn of Ie•ting 110o and /l/) Sionuluiiously.
The hypotlhies Iltc (i 1. 2) is a:clted or rcjcted •.:ijing S 15 l+ i" e wiru

P.+ is thlosin such Lthat

(3.6) /P[F, - F., 1 l n ](1-ri)
iI1

lere we nolo tlhl 11o lind oi are respcctivcly tquivlt•ti to the hypotheses 0( - 0
and 11 0 . When f It. is true, al.c1 l& ond i/lico arv jointly distributcd as

it bivariate chi-squuare distribution with i degre ort' -edolm. Also. St is another
chi-.quare variate with (y-/l- 2) d- It - 4 tv f l4Admii distributie iiidependeiitly of
pfl and •hl When an Ion 11 is true, we know front (4,5] that thejohit distribulion
of F, and t! (holding \'X,, I I i i and I I),icd iorp = I, h) is given by

(ti I - 2)4 -.A (1 1? 2)(F(, F:) -
(.7) Ur i(m -- h I )V2

(qt m--

, i! (i + ) [(rn - h - 2) (1 2)+ " + rjin. At +21

where g = 2 ' - (vl 0c1  Hm erp I. depcnds upon K aind the fixed variates A', ,

aindl TA,ji t-, p -1 2... iThe sillitltalicolls cotiiildeislc inlurval> asý'ociitd(
with tile abovc toSt aire

LI1, 2 (1-3()-2

where FI" is chosen satisfying (3.6).
The procedure for testing Hl,., ,.... 

1 1io, , simultanieously is as follows: Accept



or rejectI I- 2, h_ vt 1, aiccof d igiv. F, 1 F, xhime P,~ I% chosoj ,uch th Iwt

(3.9 K' J." ~ ; I I. h 21 nl I . -1)

\V1lwinifl i 1~ * rov. tmhejitd w w1awn 4 Ii.... i'1, , N a cent ut (hi 421 variate
F ~di~ibutiu wkd (L. m-h- I2") i11rm of*freedom. no. tile crit ical vithwuv 1'A c:ui
N,~ osltulodi ICI if tl 1. I tic~ii. t U ~ Couhd clikt vi ltel vilIk a'NSvcoattcd with thc
Am ov test art,

%where, 1 , is chosenCi snttsfsng- (3.9). Ulm we n aote thatt the hypothe-iis I'i
Phi - 0 is 4C(tl~vakC1lt to the hy>POthcisn.,iS (')o2 -0

If one~ is tierestt'd in (mOtig just Mhe 'ypoteso, f I Q~10... 1 ~
siniudtimmeudy. th It criticI il vale F. sh otild be. chuscrti-,rich that

4. OiNLRtAt. RLUSIARKS

Under model (2. 1), one twit use the ritore ustm! F svtattic with (2. ma-3) 4kyC¶Zs
of trecdow to test %1., adfl. t(" (detined iii S'cclion 2) %iiiurhannously. '11w F
staltiuki in this case (uisingt the nlotationl of Sectin 2) is

Bhtt~il sine . the ...drs iii 1pL5I it A.socit tutu ihi tIvii h'. n(O ch.' itdenec intervals,
associated with (he -iinutltatwotis test procedure* 11mooesd in Semioi.M 2 areshre
U11m1 th hinlmtli of the Coi'tespunldi~llp Confidence eintu, valsisxocimctd with t he ovr-
allt F test proec(Iuti. Sinl iki rimiaars call be trade tor tCStIaIg / .I/,,?. anid 1103
SimutabItt~lwosly tindiui the. miodel (2.:) tnd for testing~ V1Fh5Uio hypot hotes simitiuie-
ouisly tinder tlie tiodd (31). Fle authors are not zmatýn of anyU le iera v test
procedures for te-sting. 'iiOUt l). IC- Sir~ IIIXC kiiutta ll:OuIIv Under hek luodek, (2.1)
and( (I.1) Ihe Opt iutiin piopcllics of 4ihe powte Aux~t it)IIS othe siinullaiiteokii test
procedures considered int this paper- are unfder ukvvstlspation.

Soniet iiiies thle es I'diki~euitcl Inay be intercsted in teslinc. iitdividtza 1hypotheses
separatiýIy. For tile Iiist order hdarkov pro"".s tMx tst pirocdure In his mee s X(-
accept or reject IQ, rk any giveii I, acamdilias F, ýý 17. wher)-" ad li1 ire defined
ill Sectimn 2 and /.l is Chos'en such that
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The associated confidence bound is given by

P - ,-l -< P' F: E,, (t - 3)] = (I -a)

Here we note that b.* is the upper a per cent value of the cenzural Fdistribution with
(1, m-3) degrees of freedom. Similar test procedures can be proposed for the
hth order Markov process.

Aerospace Research Laboratories, Wright-Patterson A FB, Ohio and the
Douglas Aircraft Company, Calijornia
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